
1. Do you know what ACE is?
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1 Yes 920 93%

2 No 69 7%

Total 989

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.07

Variance 0.06

Standard Deviation 0.25

Total Responses 989

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



2. What is your favorite part about ACE?

1 Study Space 153 17%

2 Silent Workspace 171 20%

3 Tutoring 373 43%

4 Kinesthetic Study room 69 8%

5 Other 110 13%

Total 876

ACE is not my favorite anything

Never been

Nothing

Availability... but I haven't gone there in a long time

The smell.

I know what ACE, although have never been there

I have never been there

Nothing ACE blows ass

I don't use ACE

The fact that I don't HAVE to go to it

N/A

Group meeting place

dont use

I have never used ACE

never been to ace

NA

I've never been there.

It being there

N/A

Tutoring the freshman girls and then letting them tutor me in anatomy ;)

N/A

Haven't used

Never used it

It's close

Haven't used it. Would probably like tutoring the most.

Only used the rooms once

I don't use it

ALL OF IT

Dark Room

I don't use ACE

I don't use ACE

I have never been there

Being with friends while studying

Never used it

I don't use ACE

checked website undergrads only, grad students don't need to know about ACE

None

What's ace

Never used it

no opinion

I have not been there before

Have never visited ACE

Never been there

Never been there

# Answer Bar Response %

Other



The amazing tutors there!

dark study room

group study sessions

the inviting employees

Haven't been there

CFW

Don't use it

I have never used ACE

The fact that it's mostly peers that work there.

dark room

Never been there

Never been there

nothing

never been there

Never used it

NOThing

computers/printers

I have not used ACE.

don't go

don't know what ACE is

I don't know.

The library is better than ACE for all of these purposes

I've never been there.

Never been there

Never used ACE

Waiting forever for help that isn't that great

I have never been

Never used it

Never use it

Have not used ACE

Sami Johnson & Chinmay

I don't use ace.

Never been there.

I don't know what it is

NA

Bathrooms

never been there once

never used it

I don't know what it is

I never go there

Steven Zettel

Have not used

haven't used ACE

I've never used it

?

dont use it

Min Value 1

Max Value 5

Mean 2.79

Variance 1.43

Standard Deviation 1.20

Total Responses 876

Statistic Value



3. What would you like changed/improved about ACE?

1  335 100%

Total 335

Better Pay for the Tutors

Longer study room hours

A better location

more help for upper level classes

Having tutors' schedules more readily available to student

Do not allow food in the rooms.

Bigger spaces

Workers are more respectful

more study sessions

more space required

No athletes.

more private study rooms

more math 146 tutors

Not sure, I don't really use ACE

expand. It gets very full at night

Upper level tutoring.

more tutors

Quiter

More room/separate areas for the athletes

more tutors in advanced areas of study

Better tutors that know how to guide rather than just give answers.

Nothing

Additional tutors that know a lot about your subject.

More lower level math tutors

I have never been there.

More tutors

More Sandy's Donuts

Everything tutors are clueless

N/A

nuffin

More tutors so you don't have to wait as long to be helped

Better tutors: ALSO THIS ISN'T TWO

Offer tutors for every course.

Better system of answering question in ace tutoring, not just raising hands. Friendly people swipping cards.

Nothing

More space to study

Sometimea it gets ridiculously loud and annoying to be in. Also it's all the way across campus.

I would like a better screening process for the tutors. Some/most are inapt to be helping out in certain courses when I've gone there for help.

More information during tours

Well, this is a third question. But I don't know, I don't use the space.

Should be opened later than 10 pm.

I don't know what's ACE

More private rooms

It would be awesome if there were more private study rooms.

More group study rooms

Free food

na

More printing space

# Answer Bar Response %

 



More regulation of making sure people are quiet

Have tutors for more advanced classes

Make it not as hot, personal tutoring,

Weekend hours

Location. It's in a basement with no windows

More computers and tutors for discrete math

Make sure it stays quiet

Nothing

To have only those students there who are serious about and want to study.

Nothing

It would be nice to have more study rooms cause they seem to always be full + the "quiet" study room people are always talking

The location to a more main part of campus.

Sound proof rooms with shades and maybe a mattress

Rewards for going!

Quieter. It's very loud

more tutors for more classes

Advertise more

nothing never used it

Open later in night

No comment

Well, it was good while I was freshman. Not as usefull as a senior.

Saturday hours!

Better tutors

Better qualified tutors.

full time tutoring rather than sharing the tutor with other people who are studying different things

More tutors for other than math courses

It is kind of located in an "out-of-the-way" area. I would put it in a more central location like the Union or one of those buildings.

it's an Angiotensin Converter Enzyme... hehehe

more tutors

possible direction from teachers to specific tutors to have answers to questions so they can help better.

Printer in the tutoring area that students can print too from laptops

More advertising

I think ACE is good the way it is!

Student Athletes

Tutors to be more available and willing to teach, as opposed to them working on their homework all night

More study space. it is usually rather full.

That they had students I could tutor so they hand't paid me to do nothing.

natural lighting--its a dungeon with mediocre fluorescent lighting

Sometimes it is hard to find someone who is tutoring the subject you need help with

When I was a freshman, I felt way more welcomed at ACE. Now I go there and feel like I am just a nobody among all of the jocks and athletes. They are taking over ace.

I wish that there were more tutors, so that I could get in and get out rather than waiting.

A second location

Open 24/7 all day all week, saturdays are just fine night time, onlines just fine. Help us get our degree and set ourselves free, from the school that we call NDSUniversity

Have more spaces around campus like having it in the library or the MU so that students that are not an athlete can access that space better.

Idk only used it once not my idea either

I don't consider ACE to be a quiet place to study or work. I would improve on that

make it more inviting

Bigger Space, more tutors per topic

I would like it to be quieter, because it can be quite loud, and also maybe put monitors in the Kinesthetic Study Room.

Location

Have a separate spot for athletes.

More private study rooms

This table has more than 100 rows. Click here to view all responses
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Min Value 1

Max Value 1

Mean 1.00

Variance 0.00

Standard Deviation 0.00

Total Responses 335
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